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Part # 11412401 
00-06 Tahoe/Yukon/Suburban Front HQ Series Shockwaves 

 

Shockwave Assembly: 

2 24149999 4” stroke HQ Series shock 

2 24090399 6” diameter rolling sleeve bellow assembly  

2 70008913 Locking ring 

2 90002024 1.7” Ring mount 

4 90001628 .5” I.D. bearing 

8 90001995 Snap ring 

 

Components: 

4 90009982 Upper and lower Shockwave mounts 

1 90000281 Driver’s side lower plate 

1 90000282 Passenger’s side lower plate  

4 90002298 Aluminum spacer 

2 90000359 Stepped washer 

 

Hardware: 

4 99501010 ½” x 2 ¼” SAE bolt gr. 8  upper & lower mounts 

4 99502003 ½” SAE Nylok jam nut  upper & lower mounts 

4 99501018 ½” x 1 ½” USS carriage bolt upper mount to frame 

4 99502001 ½” USS Nylok nut   upper mount to frame 

4 99503003 ½” USS flat washer   upper mount to frame 

2 99081001 M8 x 140mm bolt   sway bar end link   
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Installation Instructions 
 

1. Raise and support vehicle at a safe, comfortable working height. Let the front suspension hang 
freely 

2. Remove the torsion bar and shock absorber. Refer to a factory service manual for proper 
disassembly procedure.  Hang on to the factory shock bolts; they will be reused in mounting 
the lower Shockwave plate. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  To achieve proper clearance of the 
Shockwave a small corner of the bump 
stop bracket must be trimmed.  This 
can be done with a cut off wheel. 

4.  To reach maximum drop the bump 
stop and bump stop cup must be 
removed.  This can be done with a cut 
off wheel.  This picture shows the 
bump stop bracket after removing the 
cup. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

5.  Place the lower Shockwave plate on 
top of the lower arm; they are stamped 
driver and passenger side.  Position it 
so that the tab lines up with the factory 
shock mount and the larger of the other 
two holes will align with the sway bar 
hole.   
 
6.  Grind one side of the factory shock 
nut flat so that it will align with the hole 
in the plate.  Then use the factory 
shock bolt to secure the plate to the 
lower arm.   
 
7.  The sway bar end link must be 
shortened by 2 ¼”.  A new bolt is 
supplied. 
 
 8.  The air fitting location can be 
rotated by twisting the bellow while 
holding the shock.   
 
9.  Place the step washer on top of the 
coil spring pocket with the step resting 
inside the factory shock hole.  Then 
hold the Shockwave mount (U bracket) 
up to the frame while securing with a   
½” x 1½” carriage bolt, Nylok and flat 
washer. 

10.  Bolt the Shockwave to the upper 
mount using a 2 ¼” x ½” bolt and 
Nylok.  Note that the aluminum spacer 
is located to the rear of the Shockwave 
bearing. 
 
11.  The lower Shockwave mount is 
assembled much like the top except 
the aluminum spacer goes to the front 
of the Shockwave bearing.   
 
12. Double-check Shockwave 
clearances through full suspension 
travel. 
 
13.  Driving height on this Shockwave 
is around 13” from center eye to center 
eye.  This should occur around 110psi 
but will vary to driver preference. 



 

 


